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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Euler equations describe compressible inviscid gas flows with rotation. They are derived by con-
sidering the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and energy for an inviscid gas. The result is a 
nonlinear hyperbolic system of conservation laws. 
To obtain numerical solutions of the steady Euler equations, the equations are discretized by a 
finite-volume upwind discretization [9]. Both first- and second-order discretizations are obtained by 
the projection-evolution approach (13]. In the projection-stage of this approach the discrete values, 
located in the volume centers, are interpolated to yield continuous distributions in each volume. 
First-order accuracy is obtained by piecewise constant interpolation, second-order accuracy by piece-
wise linear interpolation. In case of flows with discontinuities (shock waves or slip lines), the 
occurrence of spurious non-monotonicity (wiggles) when using a second-order interpolation, is 
suppressed by the use of a limiter in the interpolation formulae (22]. In this paper we use the Van 
Albada limiter ( 1,20]. In the evolution-stage, a Riemann problem is considered for the computation 
of the flux at each volume wall. To approximately solve each Riemann problem we use the Osher 
scheme [16]. 
To obtain solutions of the system of first-order discretized equations, the nonlinear multigrid 
(FAS-) iteration method is a very efficient solution method [9,IO). To improve the order of accuracy, 
we make use of a Defect Correction (DeC-) iteration process [2,5). In each iteration of this process, 
the second-order discretization is only used for the construction of an appropriate right-hand side for 
a system of first-order discretized equations. The FAS-iteration method is used to solve this system. 
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Two test problems are considered. The first problem is a supersonic flow in a channel with a circu-
lar bump; M;ntet = 1.4 (flow with shock generation, reflection, crossing and merfng). The second 
problem is the transonic flow around the NACAOOl2-airfoil at M 00 =0.85, a:= I (flow with upper 
surface shock, lower surface shock and tail slip line). 
In section 2 a description is given of the first- and second-order discretizations, and in section 3 the 
solution method is described. In section 4 we discuss the numerical results, and in section 5 some 
conclusions are listed. 
2. DISCRETIZATION 
Consider on an open domain OelR2 the 20 steady Euler equations in conservation form and without 
source terms: 
.lli9l + 2.g{ql = 0 (2.1) ax ay · 
where q =(p,pu,pv,El is the state vector of conservative variables, and where 
f (q)=( pu,pu 2 +p,puv, (E +p)u)T and g(q)=(pv,puv, pv 2 +p,(E+p)vl are the flux vectors. The primi-
tive variables of (2.1) are the density p, the velocity components u and v, and the pressure p. For a 
perfect gas, the total energy per unit of volume, E, is related to the primitive variables as 
E = p/(y- l)+ ~p(u2 +v2) where y is the ratio of specific heats. 
To allow solutions with discontinuities we consider the Euler equations in their integral form. Then 
the 2D steady Euler equations read 
J{cos<J>f(q)+sin<J>g(q)}ds = o, va· en, 
ao· 
(2.2) 
where g• co is an arbitrary subregion of 0, an· the boundary of o·' and (cos<J>,sin<J>) the outward 
unit normal on ag•. A straightforward and simple discretization of (2.2) is obtained by subdividing 0 
into disjunct quadrilateral subregions O;,j (the finite volumes) and by requiring that 
al}cos<J>f(q)+sin<J>g(q))ds = 0 (2.3) 
for each volume O;,j separately. We restrict ourselves to subdivisions such that only Oi,j±I and O;±I,J 
are the neighbouring volumes of 0;,1. 
Using the rotational invariance of the Euler equations: 
cos<J>f(q)+sin<J>g(q) = r- 1(<1>)/{T{<J>)q), (2.4) 
where T(<J>) is the rotation matrix 
l 0 0 0 
0 COS</> sin<J> 0 
T(<i>) = 0 -sin<J> COS</> 0 ' (2.5) 
0 0 0 
(2.3) becomes: 
jT- 1(<J>)f(T(<J>)q)ds = 0. (2.6) 
ao,, 
A numerical approximation of this formula is obtained by 
F;,j : = fi+in.j + /;,j+* - fi-¥i,j- /;,j-i'i = 0, (2.7) 
with 
(2.8) 
and similar relations for fi- i'i,j and f;,j± ¥i. In (2.8), l; + 'h,j is the length of the volume wall 
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Fig. 2.1: Finite volume fJ;.J" 
afJi+l>l,j = fJ;,j nfJ;+1,j and (cos4>i+l>l,j , sin4>;+l>l,J) is the outward unit normal on aD;+;,,j (fig. 2.la). 
Further, /R:IR4 XIR4 ~1R4 is a so-called approximate Riemann-solver and qfu.1 and qiu.1 are state 
vectors located at the left and right side of volume wall afJi+l?,J (fig. 2.lb). The flux vector f;+v.,J 
represents the transport of mass, momentum and energy per unit of time, across afJ;+l?,j· For a more 
detailed discussion of (2.7) and (2.8) we refer to [9,19]. 
The application of an approximate Riemann-solver is the essential part of the evolution-stage, 
whereas the computation of the states q)+'h,J and qi+'h,J is the essential part of the projection-stage 
[13]. As the name suggests an approximate Riemann-solver is used to obtain an approximate solution 
of the Riemann problem [4,6]. Several approximate Riemann-solvers exist [12,16,18,21]. Here, we use 
Osher's Riemann-solver because of its consistent treatment of boundary conditions and its continuous 
differentiability [9, 16, 17]. For details about an efficient implementation of Osher's approximate 
Riemann-solver we refer to [9]. 
Depending on the way the states qf u.J and r/;+v,,1 are computed, the discretization (2.7) is first- or 
second-order accurate. First-order accuracy is obtained by taking 
q!+,, . = q· . and I r;1,j I,)' 
qi+ '12,j = q; + 1,j· 
(2.9) 
Second-order accuracy can be obtained by for example the ic-schemes introduced by Van Leer [13]: 
I - I+ic - 1-ic -q;+'h,j - q;,1 + 4 (q;+l,J q;,1)+ 4 (q;,J q;- 1,1), and 
r I+ic 1-ic 
q;+'h,j = q;+1.1+-4-(q;,j-qi+l,)+-4-(q;+1.1-q;+2), 
(2.10) 
with ic e [-1,l]. For ic = -1, " = 0, K = 113 and K = 1 we find respectively: the fully one-sided 
upwind scheme, the Fromm scheme, the upwind biased scheme (third-order accurate for ID prob-
lems) and the central scheme. A disadvantage of these ic-schemes is that near discontinuities, spurious 
non-monotonicity (wiggles) appears [11]. A way to avoid this is by using a limiter. We modify the K-
schemes by introducing a limiter such that the schemes become monotone and remain second-order 
accurate. Let q)~kA_1 and qiJkJ,1 be the kth component (k = 1,2,3,4) of ql+v.,J and qi+v.,j· We rewrite 
(2.10) as 
(2.11) 
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where 
(k) - (k) R<k.J = q, + l,J q,,1 
I,] (k) - (k) ' q,,j q,-1,; 
and where i/;. : IR->IR is defined by 
.I. (R) = 1-K + l+K R 
'I'• 2 2 . 
If we replace i/;.(R) in (2.11) by i/;~m(R), where if~m(R) is defined by 
,1,lim(R) = --1!i_,,, (R) 
'l'K R2 + 1 'I'• , 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
then (2.11) results in a monotone and yet second-order accurate scheme [20]. The function if~m:IR->IR 
is called the limiter. The choice K = 0 corresponds with the Van Albada limiter [ 1,20]. An advantage 
of the Van Albada limiter is that in the neighbourhood of discontinuities the scheme resembles the 
fully one-sided upwind scheme, which is a natural scheme in such regions. For all flow solutions 
presented in this paper we used 1f8m(R) although ifti'HR) seems a reasonable choice as well, 
In case fJ.;,J is a boundary volume, so that for example an;+;.i,/ is part of the domain boundary, no 
limiter can be used to compute ql+'l:,J and q~-'h.J· In this case we use a simple linear interpolation, i.e. 
ql+'h,; = q;,1+1/:i(q;,J-q;-1,J),and 
(2, 15) 
The boundary conditions, together with the state ql+ 112,1, are used to compute the state qi+'h,J· This 
computation is done by considering the Riemann boundary value problem [9, 17]. The flux f; + 'h,J at 
ani+I/:,/ is computed by (2.8). 
3. SOLUTION METHOD 
The method to solve the system of nonlinear discretized equations is based on a multigrid technique. 
For readers unfamiliar with multigrid techniques we refer to (3,5], 
Let 
(3.1) 
and 
(3.2) 
be first- and second-order accurate finite-volume upwind discretizations of the 2D steady Euler equa-
tions with source term r. Hence, (Fh(qh));,J = F;,J is defined by (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), and 
(Fi(qh));,1=F;,J is defined by (2.7), (2.8), (2.11) and (2.12) with if.(R)=o/Hm(R) (the Van Albada lim-
iter). Although in general r = 0, we prefer to describe the solution method for systems with an arbi-
trary right-hand side. The subscript h denotes the meshwidth. To apply multigrid we construct a 
nested set of grids, such that each volume in a grid is the union of 4 volumes in the next finer grid, in 
the obvious way. Let nh, with h I >h2 > ... >h, = h be a sequence of such nested grids. So nh, and 
Qh, are respectively the coarsest and the finest grid. 
The solution method for (3.2) can be divided into three successive stages. The first stage is the Full 
Multigrid (FMG-) method, which is used to find a good initial approximation of (3.1 ). The second 
stage is a nonlinear multigrid (FAS-) iteration method, which is used to find a better approximate 
solution of (3.1 ). The first iterand is the solution obtained by the FMG-method. The FAS-iteration 
method is a very efficient solution method for (3.1) (9, 10]. In general, for a single FAS-iteration, the 
reduction factor of the first-order residual lies in the range 0.1-0.5. Therefore, just a few FAS-
iterations are sufficient to drive the first-order residual to machine-zero. The third and last stage is a 
Defect Correction (DeC-) iteration process, which is used to find an approximate solution of (3.2). 
The first iterand of this process is obtained from the second stage. We will now discuss these stages 
more fully. 
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(3.3) 
be the first-order discretization on Qh,, i = 1,2, ... ,/. The FMG-method (or nested iteration) starts with 
a crude initial estimate of qh,; the solution on the coarsest grid. To obtain an initial estimate on the 
finer grid Oh,.,, first the solution on the next coarser grid Qh, is improved by a single FAS-iteration 
(stage II). Hereafter this improved approximation is interpolated to the finer grid Oh,.,. These steps 
are repeated until the highest level has been reached. The interpolation used to obtain the first guess 
on a next finer grid is a bilinear interpolation. For this purpose the grid Oh, is subdivided into dis-
junct sets of 2 X 2 volumes. The four states corresponding with each set are interpolated in a bilinear 
way, and since each volume of Oh, overlaps 2 X 2 finer grid volumes of Oh,.,, 4 X 4 new states are 
obtained on Slh,.,. 
Stage II: The nonlinear multigrid (FAS-) iteration method. 
To find a better approximation to (3.1) we apply the FAS-iteration method on the finest grid (Oh,). 
One FAS-iteration on a general grid Oh, is recursively defined by the following steps: 
(0) Start with an approximate solution of qh,. 
(I) Improve qh, by application ofp (pre-) relaxation iterations to F},,(qh) = rh,· 
(2) Compute the defect dh,: = rh, - F},(qh). 
(3) Find an approximation of qh,_, on the next coarser grid Oh,_,. Either use qh,_,: = !';,:-" qh., where 
n:-· is a restriction operator, or use the last obtained approximation qh,_,. 
(4) Compute rh,_,: = FL, (qh,_,)+I~:-'dh, where I~:-• is another restriction operator. 
(5) Approximate the solution of FJ.._, (qh,_,) = rh,_, by a FAS- iterations on Oh,_,. The result is called 
qh,_,. (a = 1 results in a V-cycle and a = 2 in a W-cycle.) 
(6) Correct the current solution by qh,: = qh, + IL, (qh,_, -qh,_), where IL, is a prolongation 
operator. 
(7) Improve qh, by application of q (post-) relaxation iterations to F),, (qh) = rh,. 
The steps (2) - (6) are called the coarse-grid correction. These steps are skipped on the coarsest grid. 
In order to complete the descriP,tion of a FAS-iteration we have to discuss: (i) the choice of the 
transfer operators It,, I~'.-' and Ji::-•, (ii) the relaxation method, and (iii) the FAS-strategy, i.e. the 
numbers p, q and a. 
(i) Choice of the operators: 
The restriction operators n:-· and I~;-· are defined by 
(qh,_, );.1 = <JZ:-• qh);,/ = -;t{(qh, h;,21 + (qh, h-1,21 +(qh,h,21-1 +(qh.)2;-1,21-d,and (3.4) 
(dh,_,);,1 = (l~;-·dh);,/ = (dh,hi,21+(dh,hi-1,21+(dh,b,21-1 +(dh)2i-l,2J-l· 
The prolongation operator IL, is defined by 
(3.5) 
<It qh, _, h;,21 =(!~;_, qh,_, h-1.21 =<It qh,_, h;.21-1 =(It, qh,_, hi-1.21-1: =(qh,_, );.1· (3.6) 
Note that this prolongation is different from the bilinear interpolation used in FMG. By defining the 
transfer operators in this way, it can be verified that 
F 1 - Ih, _, F 1 t.· (3.7) h,_. - h, h. h.-1' 
i.e. the first-order coarse grid discretizations of the steady Euler equations are Galerk.in approxima-
tions of the fine grid discretizations. This is a very important property because it implies that the 
coarse grid correction efficiently reduces the smooth component in the residual. 
(ii) The relaxation method: 
We use Collective Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (CSGS-) relaxation. Collective means that the four vari-
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Fig. 3.1: Complete multigrid solution process for obtaining a first-order accurate solution (5 levels). 
ables corresponding to a single volume are relaxed simultaneously. At each volume visited we solve 
the four nonlinear equations by Newton's method (local linearization). It appears that a single New-
ton iteration is sufficient. For details about the local linearization formulae we refer to [9]. 
(iii) The FAS-strategy: 
We use a fixed strategy: a= l and p =q = l, i.e. we use V-cycles with one pre- and one post-
relaxation. 
When the exact solution of (3.1) is desired, more than one FAS-iteration has to be performed. In 
fig. 3.1 we give an illustration of the complete solution process for (3.1 ). It is supposed that there are 
5 nested grids(/ =5). Between two succeeding points A,B we have a single FAS-iteration (V-cycle). 
Between two succeeding points B,A in the FMG-stage, we have the bilinear prolongation. 
Stage III: The Defect Correction (DeC-) iteration method. 
For an introduction to the defect correction approach we refer to [2,5]. We approximate the solution 
of (3.2) with the DeC-iteration process: 
Fk(q1n+I)) = Fk{q~n)) + (rh -F~(q1n>)), n = 0, 1,2, ... , (3.8) 
where q~O) is the solution obtained in stage II with only a single FAS-iteration. It is clear that the 
fixed point of this iteration process is the solution of (3.2). In fact it is not really necessary to iterate 
until convergence. For smooth solutions a single DeC-iteration is sufficient to obtain second-order 
accuracy [7]. For solutions with discontinuities experience shows that already a few DeC-iterations 
significantly improve the accuracy of the solution [11]. When more DeC-iterations are performed, the 
iterand q~n) does not always converge to the solution of (3.2) (See for example the channel ft.ow prob-
lem in section 4.) But even in those cases, a significant improvement of the accuracy of the solution is 
observed. 
For each DeC-iteration we have to solve a first-order system with an appropriate right-hand side. It 
appeared that it is inefficient to solve this system very accurately. Application of a single FAS-
iteration to approximate q1n + l) in (3.8) usually is the most efficient strategy [7, 11 ]. 
lls --·. - - -- -·- --·---·--· A BA 
ll4 - -- -- --- ---·- A·-·-· 
A 
ll, 
FMG-stag~ .. DeC-stage 
c : relaxation 
Fig. 3.2: Complete multigrid solution process for obtaining a second-order accurate solution (5 levels). 
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In fig. 3.2. we give an illustration of the complete process for the approximate solution of (3.2). 
Suppose there are 5 nested grids (/ = 5). Between two succeeding points A,B we have one FAS-
iteration (V-cycle). Between two succeeding points B,A we have a bilinear interpolation in the FMG-
stage, and an appropriate right-hand side computation in the DeC-stage. 
4. RESULTS 
To show that the method is feasible for a good and efficient computation of typical Euler flows, we 
consider two standard Euler test cases: (i) a supersonic flow in a channel with a circular arc bump, 
and (ii) a transonic flow around the NACA0012-airfoil. 
The channel: 
The geometry of the channel and the grid (96 X 32) are shown in fig. 4.1. The bump has a thickness 
ratio of 4%. For the multigrid algorithm we use 4 coarser grids. At the inflow boundary (x = - 1) 
the Mach number has been prescribed: M;n/et = 1.4. For results obtained by others, we refer to 
(15,24]. 
For this problem we compare the first-order solution with a second-order solution. The first-order 
solution is obtained with the FAS-iteration process. Fig. 4.2a shows the convergence history of this 
process. The residual is computed as L;,J[Fh(q~"l)l;,J (L 1-norm). A second-order accurate solution is 
obtained with the DeC-iteration process. The convergence history is shown in fig. 4.2b. Here, the 
residual is computed as L;,1 1F~(q~"l)J;,1 . A slow convergence behaviour is observed, but, as mentioned 
before, the DeC-iteration process is not used to obtain the solution of F~(qh)=O, but to improve the 
accuracy of the first-order solution. 
Fig. 4.3a,b show the iso-Mach lines of respectively the first- and second-order solution. In both solu-
tions, the oblique shock generated at the leading and trailing edge of the bump is clearly visible. In 
the first-order solution the shocks are severely spread. The reflection of the leading edge shock at the 
upper wall is hardly visible. The second-order solution, on the contrary, shows very sharp shocks. 
The reflection of the leading edge shock at the upper wall, its crossing with the trailing edge shock, its 
further reflection at the lower wall and finally its merging with the trailing edge shock, are all clearly 
visible. 
Fig. 4.4 shows the Mach number distributions along the lower surface of the channel. Downstream of 
the bump, the large qualitative difference between the first- and second-order solution is observed 
once more. 
Finally, fig. 4.5 shows the entropy distribution s I s;ntet - 1 with s = p p-y, for the first- and second-order 
solution, along the lower channel wall. The first-order solution shows a spurious entropy generation 
along the entire bump. The second-order solution has no such entropy generation, but shows some 
spurious non-monotonicity. The latter is caused by the fact that no limiter can be used near boun-
daries (see 2.15 ). 
-1 
x 
Fig. 4.1: 96 X 32-grid channel. 
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The NACAOOJ2-airfoil: 
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As standard Euler test case for the NACA0012-airfoil we consider: M 00 =0.85, a= 1°. (M 00 denotes 
the Mach number at infinity and a the airfoil's angle of attack.) We compare our results with results 
from (23]. We use a 128 X 32 0-type grid with the outer boundary at an approximate distance from 
the airfoil of 100 chord lengths (fig. 4.6). Following [8,11], we impose unperturbed flow conditions at 
the outer boundary, although we do not overimpose. For the subsonic outer boundary we impose 3 
conditions at the inflow part of that boundary (u=M 00 cosa., v=M 00 sina, c=l), and 1 condition at 
the outflow part (u = M 00 cosa). We perform 10 DeC-iterations and use a multigrid algorithm with 
(again) 4 coarser grids. 
The results obtained are presented in fi§. 4.7. In fig. 4.7a and 4.7b we present convergence his-
tories. In fig. 4.7a the residual ratio L;.Jl£h(q~n>)l;,/L;,;IF~(q~0>)!;,J (L 1-norm) is plotted versus n; the 
number of DeC-iterations. In fig. 4.7b we show the convergence history of the lift and drag force act-
ing on the airfoil. (For a definition of lift, drag and their proper scaling we refer to e.g. [14].) 
Although the L 1 -norm of the residual ratio is decreasing rather slowly, fig. 4. 7b shows that a practical 
convergence of the lift and drag has been obtained after ~7 DeC-iterations. This is typical for DeC-
processes [11]. The shaded areas in fig. 4.7b represent the values of lift and drag as presented in [23] 
by 7 other investigators. As the best reference results from [23] we selected those obtained by Schmidt 
& Jameson. For the lift and drag they find: c1=0.3472, cd=0.0557, whereas we find (after the !Oth 
DeC-iteration): c1=0.3565, cd = 0.0582. 
In fig. 4.7c we show a contour plot of the Mach number distribution and make a comparison with 
the distribution as obtained by Schmidt & Jameson. Both distributions show a good (i.e. a sharp and 
monotone) capturing of the two shock waves, and of the slip line leaving the airfoil's tail. Concerning 
the sharpness of the discontinuities, it should be noticed that Schmidt & Jameson used a 320X64 (!) 
0-type grid. 
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a. First-order. 
b. Second-order. 
Fig. 4.5: Entropy distributions along lower channel wall. 
In fig. 4.7d and 4.7e we show a contour plot of our pressure and entropy distribution. (No refer-
ence results are available.) The pressure distribution clearly shows the smoothness of the pressure 
across the slip line (up to the airfoil's tail). The Kutta-condition is satisfied automatically. The 
entropy distribution s Is ro - I has a convection of spurious entropy generated at the airfoil's nose of 
0.003 only. Even more clear than the Mach number distribution, the entropy distribution shows the 
good capturing of all three discontinuities. The slight spreading of the slip line in downstream direc-
tion is only due to the grid enlargement in this direction. 
In [11] it is shown for five different airfoil flows that we need 5 DeC-iterations on an average to 
drive the lift to within 1h'ib of its final value. (The drag appeared to converge even faster in most 
cases.) On the single pipe Cyber 205 on which we performed our computation, for a 128X32-grid, 5 
DeC-iterations take in scalar mode ,..._, 100 sec (i.e. ,....,5 msec per volume and per iteration). In vector 
mode it takes ,....,50 sec. We did not extensively tune our code for use on vector computers since the 
method brings with it some severe inhibiters for vectorization. However, for large scale computations 
where all data cannot be kept in core, an advantage of the present method is the small number of 
iterations required. (For most Euler codes this number is significantly larger.) If all data cannot be 
kept in core, a small number of iterations results in a small data transport load. Since IO-times 
rather than CPU-times may be the bottleneck in large scale computations on vector computers, we 
consider this feature as an extra advantage of the present method. 
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Fig. 4.6: 128 X 32-grid NACA0012-airfoil. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
For the computation of non-smooth flows with the steady Euler equations, defect correction and non-
linear multigrid are found to be very efficient tools. A second-order accurate solution is obtained 
already after a few DeC-iterations. For each DeC-iteration, a first-order system with an appropriate 
right-hand side has to be solved approximately. This is done by a FAS-iteration method. It appears 
that a single FAS-iteration is already sufficient. 
The scheme used is a second-order Osher upwind scheme supplied with the Van Albada limiter. 
The solutions obtained show a good resolution of all flow phenomena and are obtained at low com-
putational cost. 
An important property of the present method is that it is completely parameter-free; it needs no 
tuning of parameters. 
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